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Abstract
Background: Spinal stenosis is a common elderly disease, present in a variety of forms. High incidence
forces researchers to pay more attention and give countermeasures. Our study aimed to conclude the
knowledge hierarchy and research anticipation of spinal stenosis according to bibliometric analysis.

Methods: Admitted published papers were obtained from Web of Science Core collection and PubMed
database. Bibliometric analysis was conducted by using online analysis software CiteSpace and
Bibliographic Item Co-Occurrence Matrix Builder (BICOMB). Exported major MeSH terms were further
biclustered with gCLUTO according to co-word analysis. Then the research hotspots and publication
trends were identi�ed based on the high-frequency MeSH terms.

Results: 5606 scienti�c literatures were retrieved about spinal stenosis and the number maintained a
roughly increasing trend from 108 in 2000 to 512 in 2018, only declining in 2011. The United States is the
country keeping an academic leadership in this �eld. And the journal SPINE was the most authoritative
with total 695 articles and average 12.73 citations. There were 17 major and 18 expanded MeSH terms
extracted after bibliometric analysis. Co-word and biclustering analysis revealed seven research hotspots
involved in etiology, pathogenesis, clinical manifestation, conservative treatment, operative indication,
internal implantation and postoperative complications.

Conclusions: In this study, we revealed the research hotspots in spinal stenosis focusing on the
pathogenesis and surgical treatment. Narrowing caused by the pathological change of �avum
ligamentum hypertrophy and posterior longitudinal ligament ossi�cation attracts more attention in recent
years. Besides, minimally invasive surgery and internal implantation �xation are more valid in clinical.
Re�ning pathological classi�cation, optimizing surgical method and instrument property will be an
expectable direction of spinal stenosis.

Background
Spinal stenosis is a pathological symptom as narrowing of spinal canal and shortening of canal
diameters, compression of spinal cord and presence of neurological disturbance. According to vertebral
segments, narrowness occurs common in cervical and lumbar spine, rare thoracic appearance. An
increasing risk of limb dysfunction, urinary and fecal incontinence exists in elderly with spinal stenosis.
By dissecting anatomical structure of spinal canal, bone hyperplasia and �brous tissue adaptation are
the main risks of spinal stenosis[1, 2]. In addition, local in�ammatory microenvironment, calcium
maladjustment and microbe infection also contribute to disease development[3]. Measure of canal
diameter and symptom, auxiliary examined with radiological technology, is the gold of de�nite diagnosis
adopted widely in clinical. Once diagnosed, the treatment means varies with the development of
narrowing degree and clinical manifestation. Mild stenosis is usually asymptomatic and hard to detect.
There is no requirement to intervene without affecting normal life quality. Non-operation therapy is the
�rst choice including functional exercise, message and traction. The application of drugs, blockade and
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acupuncture remains relatively controversial. But if nervous compression manifestation like pain,
numbness and dysfunction of physical activity has seriously troubled the severe stenosis patients[4], the
treatment process is usually complicated, especially in the elderly with vascular and neurological
claudication. A clinical studies have shown that among patients with lumbar spinal stenosis, with or
without degenerative spondylolisthesis, decompression surgery plus fusion surgery did not result in better
clinical outcomes at 2 years and 5 years than did decompression surgery alone[5]. However,
posterolateral instrumented fusion showed a greater improvement in life quality than decompression
alone in another comparation[6]. As discussed above, there are still great controversies in surgical choice
and postoperative e�cacy. Thus the �eld of spinal stenosis is expecting to explore.

Bibliometrics, a cross-science of quantitative analysis of all knowledge carriers using mathematical and
statistical methods, has been generally recognized to evaluate scienti�c achievements, treatises and
predict research trends in a certain �eld. It is a comprehensive knowledge system that integrates
mathematics, statistics, and bibliography, mainly focusing on quanti�cation. The amount of documents,
the number of authors and vocabularies are the measurement objects. This shows the essential feature
of bibliometrics is that the output must be “quantity”. Quantitative research on literature can be traced
back to the beginning of the 20th century. And in 1969, Alan Pritchard named this quantitative analysis
method with “bibliometrics”. Recently, more and more studies assessed the contribution and trends of
publications in various areas. Yao RQ regarded immunosuppression as the hotspots of sepsis by
clustering keywords[7]. Ahmad P et al. concluded the high risk factors of Periodontology 2000 by
synthesizing the study results of extensive dental institutions[8]. These researches supported the
reliability of bibliometrics in evaluating hotspots and directing trends of scienti�c research.

At present, the speed of knowledge update is constantly accelerating and the experience of previous
experts is slightly lagging behind, which brings great challenges to medical workers. Bibliometrics can
effectively improve this situation. Before this study, no bibliometric articles are available on spinal
stenosis. We adopted the biclustering method of bibliometrics to provide a comprehensive analysis of the
current status in spinal stenosis. And our study aim to uncover hotspots and predict trends based on
bibliometric analysis.

Methods

Data source and collection
All literatures were retrieved in the Web of Science Core Collection (WoS) from January 2000 to December
2018. And the retrieving process had been completed in Dec 30, 2019 to reduce the deviation with
constantly updated database. The key indexes of our study are “spinal stenosis” and “English” for
language. 5606 literatures were exported and the document types involved in ARTICLE and REVIEW,
improving the comprehensive feature of our research. Medical subjects Headings (MeSH) terms express
the main idea of a literature, identi�ed for the following co-word associated analysis[9]. For document
download, we used the PubMed database, a biomedical information retrieval system developed by
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National Center for Biotechnology Information (NCBI) that was relatively complete in medicine. It was
convenient using the MeSH terms directly on PubMed as the keywords with a higher relevance. Our data
obtained form Web of Science Core Collection, converted into txt format �rst, were conducted for
quantitative and statistical analysis by CiteSpace, a “citation space” for visualization and the Online
Analysis Platform of Literature Metrology (http://bibliometric.com/) for bibliometrics. And the
downloaded document, also converted into txt format, were inducted the research generality and
evolutionary trend according to co-word and biclustering analysis of MeSH terms by Bibliographic Item
Co-Occurrence Matrix Builder (BICOMB) and gCLUTO. It was necessary to note that three investigators
carried out literature screening independently based on the abstracts, conclusions or full articles in our
preliminary experiment. The consistency was up to 0.95. And then we discussed the differences and
reached the consensus, which re�ected the reliability of our data retrieval.

Data analysis
We divided the analysis process into three parts from publication content association, high-frequency
MeSH terms �ltering and scienti�c direction prediction.

Citespace is an excellent bibliometric software that can reveal the potential connection between
documents visually with the form of scienti�c kncowledge maps[10]. It is developed based on the WoS
data format. Cooperative network analysis, co-occurrence analysis, and co-citation analysis can be
performed according to the downloaded data. But data from non-WoS databases need to be converted to
WoS data format �rst. And data dimension of the corresponding database applies to its corresponding
scope. We concatenated the retrieved publications with the similarity in journals, publication years,
countries, authors and languages by using Citespace, which helped us to select nodes for different
focuses conveniently and precisely.

BICOMB were developed by Cui L, et al. from Department of Information Management and Information
System (Medical) in China Medical University [11]. Major MeSH terms could be exported to represent the
publication core and rank the occurring frequency with Microsoft Excel and GoPubMed. The screening
publications were analyzed and checked with a designed model in XML format to extract main
information in the beginning. The �lter of high-frequency MeSH terms was performed in a binary matrix
after preliminary interception through a certain threshold. And the latent biomedical principle could be
excavated with association and clustering analysis in terms of the results from binary matrix. Then both
the major MeSH terms and their networks were conducted for visualization in graph.

gCLUTO were utilized to carry out biclustering analysis of the major MeSH terms from BICOMB. There are
four cluster mothed in gCLUTO: Repeated Bisection, Direct, Agglomerative and Graph, among which we
selected Repeated Bisection with highest preciseness. And the classi�ed results of these terms would be
extracted in two forms including matrix visualization and mountain visualization[12]. In matrix
visualization, colors represented values in the raw data matrix. White equaled to the central value “zero”,
positive values increased with red deepening and negative value depended on green on the contrary.
Rows of matrix held columns with same class. Mountain visualization could make accurate prediction
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with multidimensional scaling. Peak number re�ected the clustering number in matrix. Mountain shape
provided a rough estimate of data distribution in each cluster. The peak altitude is proportional to the
similarity and volume is proportional to the number of containing objects in a cluster. Otherwise the peak
color is related to the standard deviation within the cluster, red for low value and blue for high value. And
we measured the clustering number constantly to reach the optimal visualized graph to investigate the
research hotspots and publication trends of spinal stenosis.

Results
Quantity of relevant literature

For literature screening, we set up the keywords as “spinal stenosis” and “language = English”. And our
retrieval ranged from January 1st, 2000 to December 31st, 2018. A total of 5147 publications involved in
4651 articles and 496 reviews (Figure 1). It was able to see that the number of publications increased
generally from 108 in 2000 to 512 in 2018, only declined in 2011 (Figure 2). And the growth rate was also
getting better.

Distribution characteristics of literature

Most active countries or regions

Counties or regions distribution of publications in bibliometric analysis contributed to focus on the
hotspots of research in spinal stenosis by re�ning data sources. In our study, we demonstrated the top
ten countries proceeding in the �eld of spinal stenosis according to the publication counts (Figure 3). It
was seen that the United States was far ahead of other counties with 1803 literatures followed by Japan
(711), China (566) and South Korea (479). There was a noteworthy phenomenon that research level in
Northeast Asian countries had gradually increased and surpassed Europe over time. We attributed it to
economic development. In addition, the centrality index also re�ected the core in�uence to evaluate
research value more exactly. The United States remained a leading position with 0.71 centrality. All of the
other countries were in a lower in�uence, among which Germany was the highest for the centrality
equaled to 0.23 (Table 1). It was seen that the cooperative network had been formed between many
countries and the level was relatively higher in leading countries (Figure 4).

Top ten active institutions

We also demonstrated the top ten institutions for spinal stenosis research ordered by the publication
number. They were Seoul Natl Univ, Univ Washington, Univ Toronto, Harvard Univ, Yonsei Univ, Kuopio
Univ Hosp, Cleveland Clin, Univ Calif San Francisco, Vanderbilt Univ, Johns Hopkins Univ (Table 2).
Among them, more than half were from the United States, two institution were from Korea and only one
belonged to Finland and Canada in line with the distribution characteristics of countries. Seoul Natl Univ
(231), Univ Washington (169), Univ Toronto (155) and Harvard Univ (127) published more than a hundred
articles and their average citations were 3.14, 20.17, 6.14 and 23.63 respectively. It was clear to see that
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the institution in the United States had relative higher average citation and centrality, which determined
the credibility (Table 2). With extensively academic communication among scholars, it was necessary to
develop closer research collaboration between various institutions for the lower level (0.015 on density
map) (Figure 5).

Distribution characteristics of authors and journals

There were total 15718 authors involved in the �eld of spinal stenosis by our retrieval. We paid more
attention on ten most active authors including Lee SH, Kim HJ, Manchikanti L, Lee JH and Konno S at all
with the order of published counts (Table 3). The top three among them were Lee SH, Kim HJ and
Manchikanti L with the number of 73, 60, 54. They came from Pusan National University Yangsan
Hospital in Korea, Seoul National University Bundang Hospital in Korea and Pain Management Center of
Paducah in American. It followed that they contributed most to the development of scienti�c study,
though there was not a large gap with other authors, which also showed the research momentum of
spinal stenosis. We draw an associated network based on the integration of cited and co-cited authors by
CiteSpace at the same time (Figure 6 and Figure 7). Deyo RA was the co-cited author with the most co-
citation(812). Katz JN(659) and Weinstein JN(630), close to each other, ranked second and third place.
And the centrality index were 0.18, 0.10 and 0.10 which re�ected the credibility and authority of their
research (Table 3).

In total, there were 735 journals involved in this �eld. SPINE and EUROPEAN SPINE JOURNAL are the top
two in order of article counts and total number of citations. They were 695, 8847 for SPINE and 426, 2908
for EUROPEAN SPINE JOURNAL. Both of them were Q2 in JCR 2018 standards. The other journals in top
ten had been shown in Table 4. On the other hand, average number of citations and impact factor were
important evidence to evaluate the in�uence of journals. PAIN PHYSICIAN(15.91) was the highest in
terms of average number of citations, followed by SPINE(12.73) and JOURNAL OF NEUROSURGERY-
SPINE(7.09). Based on impact factor, JOURNAL OF SPINE JOURNAL was highest of 3.196, second for
JOURNAL OF NEUROSURGERY-SPINE(2.998) and third for PAIN PHYSICIAN(2.942). The count of articles
published in this ten journals accounted for 42.47%. It was obvious that this ten journals laid a solid
foundation for subsequent research on spinal stenosis.

Research hotspots of spinal stenosis based on MeSH clusters

Through statistical and quantitative analysis of the publications from January 1 in 2000 to December 31
in 2018, 3810 major MeSH and MeSH subheading terms had been concluded with a total frequency of
23785 times. After repeatedly proofreading and balancing, the major MeSH and MeSH subheading terms
with occurrence frequency of 56 times and above were regarded as high-frequency ones. Altogether, �fty-
seven terms were high in appearance with total 11754 frequency, accounting for 49.42%(11754/23785)
(Table 5). The major MeSH terms/subheading MeSH terms, Spinal stenosis/surgery and lumber
vertebrae/surgery, appeared more than a thousand even close to two thousand times, which re�ected the
predilection segment of lumbar vertebrae and treating method of surgery. Biclustering helped us make a
classi�cation of these high-frequency major MeSH and MeSH subheading terms, convenient for re�ning
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main topics of spinal stenosis. As the mothed introduced, the results were visualized in the form of matrix
and mountain graph. The color was the core property to re�ect the raw matrix value in matrix
visualization. The balanced point was white, red color represented positive value and green represented
negative value, both of which expressed a positive correlation. In the matrix graph, clusters are separated
by black horizontal lines and each row was an individual category. Thus there were seven clusters
showing in our matrix (Figure 8). And the row and column tags were the high-frequency major MeSH
terms/MeSH subheading terms and the PMIDs of articles. When the matrix were exhibited in dendrogram,
the top and left layers would appear to reveal the association with different indexes. In Figure 8, the top
tree indicates the relationships among articles, and the left tree indicates the relationships among high-
frequency major MeSH terms/MeSH subheading terms. gCLUTO also could rearranged the attitude of
rows in initial matrix to integrate the similar rows (Table 6). In our mountain visualization, there were
seven peaks existing form 0 to 6, revealing total seven clusters after biclustering (Figure 9). In the 3D
landform, it was visualized the properties of each cluster by comparing the location, volume, altitude and
color of corresponding peaks. Location of peaks represented the relative similarity among different
clusters with the higher for the closer. Both of the volume and altitude referred to the internal features in
clusters. The greater of volume re�ected more objects of major MeSH and MeSH subheading terms
containing and the altitude demonstrated the internal similarity in direct proportion. Furthermore, the color
of peak re�ected the deviation degree of dataset, equaling to standard deviation. Cluster5 with a relative
red peak referred to lower value and higher with the trend of bluing in our study (Figure 9). As our analysis
above, the major MeSH and MeSH subheading terms had been re�ned into seven categories. These
seven clusters are:

Effect of medical imaging in diagnosis of spinal stenosis(Cluster 0),

Etiology of spinal stenosis with different pathological symptoms(Cluster 1),

Pathogenesis of spinal stenosis(Cluster 2),

Options of surgical method in particular conditions and adverse effects(Cluster 3),

Role of instrumentations in rehabilitation of patients(Cluster 4),

Surgical indications of spinal stenosis(Cluster 5),

Non-operative therapeutic means of spinal stenosis(Cluster 6).

Discussion
We have worked out previous literatures about spinal stenosis with retrieval, characterization and
clusting. The number of articles published has generally maintained an upward trend with a narrow
�uctuation. In 2011, there was an obvious decline but the number rose again in the next year. MeSH terms
can re�ect the main idea of literatures and combination with a mass of accurate MeSH terms can reveal
the hotspots and trends in research �elds. Then based on the statistical analysis of BICOMB software,
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“spinal stenosis” have kept the highest occurring frequency all the time, despite declined in individual
years with main trend of articles. Finally, software gCLUTO divide these articles into some clusters
according to the similarity and co-word analysis of MeSH terms. Through the above process, we can
identify the knowledge hierarchy and research anticipation of spinal stenosis.

Cluster0 focuses on the effect of medical imaging in diagnosis. In the �nal analysis, spinal stenosis is a
pathological change caused by morphological changes of the spine column. A �uoroscopy examination
is indispensable to determine the site, severity and nature of the lesion. In order to characterize stenosis
more precisely, studies had made detail classi�cations according to different criterion on morpgology.
Development of stenosis is closely associated with the annotomic variation including vertebral, soft
tissue structure, spinal canal and segmental sigittal diameter. Among them, the common chioce to
classify is in terms of the values change of spinal diameter at different segments and sections[13].
Evolutionary tendency of stenosis, whether causing neuropathy and requiring surgical intervention or not,
will be speculated according to the numerical standards based on morphologic change. In addition, the
norrowing degree in one segment may also suggest corresponding changes and developing trends of
other segments[14]. Precise mastery of morphologic imaging change is crucial for selection of
therapeutic schedule and prevention of disease progression.

Cluster1 focuses on the etiology of spinal stenosis with different pathological symptoms. Spinal stenosis
is just a generalization of the phenomenon in morphology, norrowing of spinal canal. Various symptoms
may be secondary to the physiological structure change and there are great differences in the causes of
these concomitant symptoms. A series of neurological symptoms like limb numbness, low back pain and
claudication occurs in the patients, most on account of the complication of nerve compression. Cervical
stenosis usually resultes in limb paresthesias, dexterity disfunction, imbalance and neck pain[15].
However, development of cervical spondylosis relates to lesion sites, tissue involvement degree, individual
differences and classi�es into radiculopathy, myelopathy and vertebral artery types instead of simple
disc-protrusion or slipped disc[16]. Lumbar stenosis always leades to numbness in the lower limbs, low
back pain and even cauda equina compressive symptoms. Accoring to the urgency of incidence, different
pathogenic possibilities exist including laminar thickening, facet hyperplasia and vertebral dislocation.
Accurate analysis of the etiology is an inevitable requiement for further disposition in all circumstances.

Cluster2 focuses on the pathogenesis of spinal stenosis including pathology structures, segments and
sections. And these mainly involve in ligamentum �avum and intervertebral disc, cervical and lumbar
spine, sagittal and transverse diameters. Morphological changes of the soft tissue around the spinal
canal are the main characteristics of spinal stenosis. Ligamentum �avum forms the dorsal wall of spinal
canal, abviously causing norrowness when thickening. As for the reason of thickening, studies have
identi�ed the existence of epiligament in ligamentum �avum composed of collagenous �bers while
enlargement of epiligament leaded to more collagenous than natural elastic �bers, resulting in the canal
taper. Moreover, ligamentum �avum area has been compared with more sensitive measurement
parameter than ligament �avum thickness, playing more valuable role[17]. Close to the ventral wall of
canal, the herniation of intervertebral disc would narrow the spinal canal. Similar at the ventral wall,
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ossi�cation of posterior longitudinal ligament is also a risk factor. Genetic mutuation causing ectopic
osteogenesis of ligament might account for the ossi�cation phenomenon[18]. Up to now, Pavlov’s ratio,
the ratio of sagittal diameter of spinal canal to that of the corresponding vertebral body, is a reliable
diagnostic basis of stenosis. But there is an ignorance of other tissue except bone structure since shown
on X ray. Magnetic Resonance Imaging(MRI), which reveals the pathological change of soft tissues, is an
appropriately effective auxiliary to clarify the pathogenesis. In recent studies, researchers had made a
comprehensive comparison between the Pavlov’s ratio and MRI scan and obtained a moderate
correlation[19]. More speci�c and extensive evaluation of MRI image and traditional diagnostic criteria is
conductive to dissect the complex pathogenesis and symptomatic treatment.

Cluster3 focuses on the options of surgical method in particular conditions and inspection of adverse
effect in failure cases. According to the follow-up and postoperative recovery analysis of a large number
of past cases, it is clear of the optimal procedure for idiopathic symptom. For instence, anterior
decompression with spinal fusion was prior to treat cervical stenosis cuased by posterior longitudinal
ligament ossi�cation[20], laminectomy could improve radiculopathy effectively with foraminotomy[21].
Doctors will formulate the most suitable surgical plan after discussion of patients’ pathogenesis and
evaluation of operation. However, there are still unpredictable postoperative symptoms and
complications under with a dequate treatment. Both standard open laminectomy and minimally invasive
laminectomy are applied widely to deal with cervical spondylosis by lamina trapping and ligament
ossi�cation [22]. But postoperative epidural �brosis with scar would restrict nerve mobility and increase
tense causing nerve injury and pain[23]. Adhesion of dura mater, canal wall and ligamentum �avum also
form cerebrospinal �uid leakage if tearing. And intraoperative spinal cord injury even leads to paraplegia.
In addition, incomplete decompression, operative area infection and spinal atrophy are all the main
factors of failure. For incision, anterior surgury had a higher recovery rate, suigical risk and posterior
surgury had more neurological deterioration by contrast. In order to improve recovery and prevent
complications, clinicans strive to optimize the operation and contol the soft tissue injury and infection.

Cluster4 focuses on the role of instrumentations in rehabilitation of patients with spinal stenosis after
decompression. Seen in previous operative cases, pure spinal fusion or laminectomy for decompression
resulted in vertebral instability and increased mobility with a high possibility. Thus, more clinical and
fundamental researchers continue to design multiple internal implantations to stabilize injured vertebral
structures. The applied effect of each implatation had been adequately inspected. E.H.Kuner evaluated
ASIF internal �xator in the operation of spinal fractures. They observed that internal �xation could
effectively reduce the remaining encroachment and remodel the spinal canal, which contributed to
improve operative effect and reduce operative complication[24]. Since then, various interspinous process
decompression(IPD) devices had been tested and applied in clinical. These devices would relieve the load
on facet joints, restore the height of intervertebral foramen and maintain the stability of spine.
Nevertheless, follow-up survey also revealed the existential risks including spinous process fracture,
cerebrospinal �uid leakage and low-back pain[25]. At the moment, the indications for these devices need
more preoperative examination, intraoperative observation and postoperative monitoring to determine.
And the prevention methods for post-IPD complications need more clinical conclusion as well.
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Cluster5 focuses on the surgical indications for clinical manifestations. As discussed before, operative
intervention was not inevitable and doctors would made optimal plans, in which operation happened only
in some conditions. Low back pain, a kind of civilized disease prevalent in modern society, occuring
mainly in the fourth and �fth lumbar or �fth lumbar and the �rst sacral vertebrae, is an important
indication. Almost eighty percent adults suffer from the pain with osteomyelitis, fracture and spinal
stenosis[26]. Operation will be considered after fall �at with conservative treatment for low back pain
uaually caused by disc herniation, spondylolisthesis and degenerative disc disease. Minimizing the
surgical trauma is also a critical consideration of the surgeon. So in most cases, minimally invasive
interventional approaches are the �rst choice. Orthopedic minimally invasive techniques such as
foraminal, interlaminar and delta mirrors are widely adopted with the superiority of improving function
and reducing the side effect from drugs[27]. Meanwhile, surgical intervention executed with appropriate
conservative intervention may maximize the therapeutic effect.

Cluster 6 focuses on the non-operative therapeutic means of spinal stenosis. Conservative treatment is
favored on account of no collateral damage to organism. As for the judgment of conservative treatment
rather than operation, depends on accurate mastery of the clinical examinations including paraspinal
tissue morphology, fuctional status and symptoms. There were three main means: oral painkillers,
epidural injection and physical therapy, applied to the patients in early stage with moderate symptoms in
clinical. Among them, epidural corticosteroid injection had been con�rmed to reduce pain, though small
and non-sustained[28]. And epidural injection was more cost-effective and safe. The role of physical
therapy in relieving pain and restoring function was limited, but necessary exercise therapy contributed to
the rehabilitation and complication prevention. Only functional training is less effective than operation in
most instances. Nonsteroidal anti-in�ammatory drugs(NSAIDs) are most common for drug therapy in
clinical. The pharmacological mechanism are reducing nerve stimulation, preventing painful substances
secreting and lowering pain threshold. It indicates that NSAIDs cannot fundamentally solve the problem
but reduce the perception of pain, or even leading to drug dependence. Therefore, drug therapy is invalid
and essential to improve. Overall, non-operative therapy is suitable and prior for mild to moderate patients
and available in preoperative preparation and postoperative rehabilitation.

As mentioned above, we have generally described the research status and further trends of spinal
stenosis based on last 20 years research. However, there are still re�ective research loopholes in�uencing
the analysis results. Firstly, all data are obtained from a single database and not involved in most
language countries. A part of literatures with high quality in other databases have been ignored.
Collaborative analysis of multiple databases help to improve the universality. Secondly, co-word retrieval
based on MeSH terms is limited with occasionality. The number and selection of MeSH terms would
make a difference to biclustering results. Thirdly, range of our in�ammation retrieval starts from the
origination of spinal stenosis researches, maybe a superiority, but just weakening the research trends in
recent. Combining more mesurement standards will contribute to capturing research hotspots in the
further.
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Conclusion
Among each stage of spinal stenosis onset, we conclude the hotspots in pathogenesis and therapeutic
means. Pathogenesis has always been the focus of disease research, which is helpful to master and
judge progression. Ligmentum �avum and posterior longitudinal ligmentum, making up the
anteroposterior wall of spinal canal, attacts more attention recently. Pathological changes of ligmentum
components including hypertrophy and ossi�cation might alter local morphology, leading to norrowness
of spinal canal. Otherwise, publishers care more about the selection of therapeutic means in terms of
severity. After long term of follow-up survey and randomized controlled trials, operation combined with
proper functional rehabilitation training could maximize the life quality of patients. And the operative
principle is more inclined to minimal invasion and internal implantation, which lower the risk of infection
and postoperative complications. Further re�ning pathological classi�cation, optimizing surgical method
and instrument property will be an expectable direction of spinal stenosis.
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Table 1 The top 10 countries/regions: article counts and centrality of publications in spinal stenosis
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Table 2 The top 10 institutions for most publications in spinal stenosis research.

  
Table 3 The top 10 most productive authors and co-cited authors contributing to publications in spinal

stenosis research.

  

Table 4 The top 10 journals contributing to publish articles in spinal stenosis research.
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Table 5 High-frequency major MeSH terms from the involved publications on spinal stenosis (n = 23785).

Table 6 High-frequency major MeSH a terms-source articles matrix (localized).
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Figure 1

Flow chart of literature �ltering involved in this study.
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Figure 2

Quantity of relevant literature. The number of annual publications in spinal stenosis from 2000 to 2018.

Figure 3

Quantity of relevant literature. The development of the top 10 countries/regions in spinal stenosis from
2000 to 2018.
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Figure 4

Most active countries or regions. The cooperation of countries/regions involved in spinal stenosis
research.
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Figure 5

Top ten active institutions. The collaborative network of institutions involved in spinal stenosis research.
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Figure 6

Distribution characteristics of authors. The associated network of productive authors.
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Figure 7

Distribution characteristics of authors. The associated network of co-cited authors.
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Figure 8

Matrix visualization of biclustering of high-frequency major MeSH terms and PMIDs of articles on spinal
stenosis.

Figure 9
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Mountain visualization of biclustering of high-frequency major MeSH terms and articles on spinal
stenosis.


